
Psychology 8 

Social Psychology 

FALL 2014 

Instructor: Professor Mohammed Abdelhamid   E-mail: mabdelh@calstatela.edu 

Office: ARTB 320      Phone: (310) 660-3593 x4805  

 

Required Text 

Myers, D. (2011) Exploring Social Psychology (6th Edition), McGraw-Hill. 

 

Course Description 

This course focuses on the scientific study of the psychological processes and interpersonal interactions in and between 

groups. The emphasis is on individual behavior rather than on the group as a unit. Topics include social cognition; social 

perception, attitudes; prejudice and discrimination; social and group influence; aggression and prosocial behavior; 

interpersonal attraction and intimate relationships; and gender and culture. 

 

Course Goals 

The overall goal of this course is to introduce you to the field of Social Psychology.  We will not cover all topics in Social 

Psychology but instead will focus in more detail on topics which may be particularly interesting to you.  Emphasis will be 

placed on the critical and creative examination of the information presented in the lectures and in the text and on the ways 

in which you can apply social psychological principles to your own life.  (Psychology 5 - General Psychology - is a 

prerequisite for this course.) 

 

Course Objectives 

1. Differentiate among psychology, social psychology, and sociology.  

2. Examine and discuss historical and contemporary perspectives on social psychology.  

3. Describe research methods used in social psychology, with an emphasis on examining how the scientific method is used 

in social psychology.  

4. Identify, describe, and evaluate basic concepts and ideas in social cognition, including schemas, heuristics, and the 

relationship between affect and cognition.  

5. Identify, describe, and evaluate basic concepts and ideas in social perception, including attribution, impression formation, 

and nonverbal communication.  

6. Examine social psychological research on the self and discuss concepts related to the self such as self-esteem, self-

presentation, and social comparison.  

7. Discuss the components and formation of attitudes and apply this knowledge to examine important attitudinal concepts 

such as the relationship between attitudes and behavior, persuasion, and cognitive dissonance.  
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8. Describe and evaluate social psychological research on stereotyping, prejudice, and discrimination.  

9. Differentiate between the basic types of social influence - conformity, compliance, and obedience - and discuss and 

assess social psychological research in these three areas.  

10. Discuss the concept of "group," describe the basic types of group influence (e.g., social loafing, deindividuation, 

groupthink), and relate these types of group influence to your own experiences.  

11. Appraise social psychological research on the nature, causes, and control of aggression.  

12. Assess social psychological research on interpersonal attraction and intimate relationships and relate these findings to 

your own experiences with other people.  

13. Appraise social psychological research on prosocial behavior and formulate ideas on how this research could be applied 

to increasing prosocial behavior in our society.  

14. Describe how social psychological principles can be applied to such areas as law, health, and work.  

15. Explain how knowledge of gender/sex and cultural differences and similarities can provide a broader understanding of 

basic social psychological concepts.  

 

Student Learning Outcomes 

1. Logic of the Scientific Method: Students who finish this course with a grade of A, B, or C will be able to explain and 

evaluate historical and contemporary perspectives on social psychology. Students will be assessed by essay exams, oral 

presentations, research-based papers, or group projects. 

2. Fundamental Principles: Students who pass this course with a grade of A, B, or C will be able to explain, differentiate, 

and critique the major theoretical perspectives and topics in social psychology (e.g., attribution, conformity, the individuation, 

aggression). Students will be assessed by essay exams, oral presentations, research-based papers, or group projects. 

3. Everyday Application: Students who finish this course with a grade of A, B, or C will be able to apply fundamental social 

psychological principles in their efforts to understand everyday life experiences(individual/group differences; attitude, belief, 

and value formation; interpersonal interactions).Students will be assessed by essay exams, oral presentations, research-

based papers, or group projects. 

 

Classroom Conduct 

The study of Psychology sometimes entails topics that are controversial, disturbing & even politically incorrect.  Each 

student should consider the classroom as a safe haven in which to openly discuss these topics.  Students easily upset, 

overly sensitive, or intolerant of provocative viewpoints may not want to enroll in this class.  Students who become 

disruptive because they are incapable of tolerating differing opinions & ideas will be removed from class. 

 

Method of Teaching 

A variety of teaching methods will be used to enhance learning and make it an enjoyable and dynamic process.  These will 

include min-lectures, class and small group discussions/exercises, videotapes, in-class and out-off class exercises. 



 

ADA Statement 

El Camino College is committed to providing educational accommodations for students with disabilities upon the timely 

request by the student to the instructor. A student with a disability, who would like to request an academic accommodation, 

is responsible for identifying herself/himself to the instructor and to the Special Resources Center. To make arrangements 

for academic accommodations, contact the Special Resources Center.  

 

Attendance  

Successful completion of this course requires that each student arrive on time and stay until class is dismissed for every 

session.  Any student that feels they will not be able to do so should not enroll in this course.  Any student that misses more 

than 10% of class sessions will be dropped from this course. 

 

Academic Integrity and Plagiarism Policy 

Cheating on an exam or plagiarizing written assignments will result in an automatic F in this course and disciplinary action. 

 

Course Requirements: 

Exams: There will be 4 midterms and a final exam. The exams will cover materials in the given chapters and the lectures. 

Students who must miss a scheduled exam due to an emergency, such as serious illness, must present the instructor with a 

written excuse and medical documents issued by a physician. During tests there will be absolutely no electronic media of 

any kind allowed.  This includes the use of translators.  No exception allowed. Attendance to and completion of the final 

exam is mandatory.  Failure to do so will result in an F. Students are expected to use scantron for every exam. 

 

Grading 

*Grades will be based on your point totals in the following proportions: 

 Midterms and final exam maximum 100 points  

 In-class Activity   maximum 30 points  

  Total points possible  maximum 130 points   

 

Grading Criteria 

A__________ 90-100%   B__________ 80-89% points 

C__________ 70-79%   D__________ 60-69% points  

F__________ Less than 60% 

 

 

 



Class Schedule and Assignment 

Although the syllabus will be followed as much as possible, it is intended as a guideline and circumstances may require a 

change in both the syllabus and the lecture/examination schedule.  Students are responsible for any changes announced in 

class. 
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Week 

1 

Wednesday 8/27/2014 Introduction to research methods 

 
Friday 8/29/2014 Exam 1 

 
Week 

2 

Wednesday 9/3/2014 Introduction to research methods (Continue) 

 
Friday 9/5/2014 

Aggression 

 
Week 

3 

Wednesday 9/10/2014 

 
Friday 9/12/2014 

Attitudes 

 
Week 

4 

Wednesday 9/17/2014 

 
Friday 9/19/2014 Exam 2 

 
Week 

5 

Wednesday 9/24/2014 
Prejudice and Discrimination 

 
Friday 9/26/2014 

 
Week 

6 

Wednesday 10/1/2014 Interpersonal Attraction social motivation 

 
Friday 10/3/2014 Exam 3 

 
Week 

7 

Wednesday 10/8/2014 Interpersonal Attraction (Continue) 

 
Friday 10/10/2014 

Self-presentation and Social Perception 

 
Week 

8 

Wednesday 10/15/2014 

 
Friday 10/17/2014 

Social Influence 

 
Week 

9 

Wednesday 10/22/2014 

 
Friday 10/24/2014 

Group Processes and social morality 

 
Week 

10 

Wednesday 10/29/2014 

 
Friday 10/31/2014 Exam 4 

 
Week 

11 

Wednesday 11/5/2014 Social cognition and social behavior 
prediction 

 
Friday 11/7/2014 

 
Week 

12 

Wednesday 11/12/2014 
Intimate Relationships 

 
Friday 11/14/2014 

 
Week 

13 

Wednesday 11/19/2014 
Prosocial Behavior 

 
Friday 11/21/2014 

 
Week 

14 

Wednesday 11/26/2014 Exam 5 

 
Friday 11/28/2014 Thanksgiving Holiday 

 
Week 

15 

Wednesday 12/3/2014 
Motivation and emotion 

 
Friday 12/5/2014 

 
Week 

16 

Wednesday 12/10/2014 Final exam review 

 
Friday 12/12/2014 Final exam 

 

 

 

 



Classroom Decorum (Appropriate Behaviors) 

It is important to maintain class sessions in a manner that ensures that a meaningful educational experience is 

available to all of our students.  Students attending Psychology 3 are expected to abide by the rules set forth by the El 

Camino College with regards to appropriate behaviors in the classroom.  Students who do not follow these rules will be 

subject to disciplinary action by the Office of Students Affairs. 

Inappropriate or disruptive behavior includes, but is not limited to: 

 Coming to class late 

 Leaving class early 

 Talking to other students while the professor is lecturing 

 Leaving cell phones on (receiving and answering cell phone calls, checking phone messages during class) 

 Wearing head sets for phone communication and/or listening to music during the class period 

 Being rude and disrespectful to the instructor or fellow students 

 Reading non-class materials (newspaper, magazines, etc.) while in class  

 Sleeping in class 

 No food in the classroom at any time (ECC Office of Safety and Health Newsletter, March 12, 1996) 

 No children in the classroom at any time. (President’s Newsletter – Vol. 2, No. 4 – Feb. 23, 1996) 

 Turn off and put away all cellular phones, pagers, CD players and other electronic devices before entering the 

classroom 

 No tape recording allowed in the classroom at any time 

 

If any student fits into any of the patterns of behavior outlined above and is not willing to change those habits, perhaps the 

student needs to rethink his/her academic schedule and drop this class. 

 

 

 


